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MIDI MARCH
From left: Wool
Sheath, $1,985,
prabalgurung.com;
Victoria Beckham
Dress, $1,994,
Bergdorf Goodman,
New York, 800-5581855; Preen by
Thornton Bregazzi
Dress, $1,155, net-aporter.com; Orange
Tee, $455, Skirt,
$1,250, Isaac Mizrahi
New York, By Special
Order, 347-727-2474
For information on
shoes and jewelry,
turn to page D2
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As a magazine in newspaper’s clothing, Off Duty is the
Journal reader’s indispensible guide to their not-atwork life, and the perfect environment for consumer
messaging. Off Duty focuses on reader’s passions,
providing insight, service and advice on Style & Fashion,
Design & Decorating, Cooking & Eating, Adventure
& Travel and Gear & Gadgets.
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in a cake

Pair it with everything from salmon to strawberries—this pretty herb
brings out the best in every dish it meets

Piled in a bowl

PerfectGelato
The75 Percent Solution

WHOEVER WORKED ON basil’s public-relations campaign deserves a gold medal. Given that basil contains
hints of licorice—a love-it-or-loathe-it flavor that’s got
plenty of loathers—it borders on miraculous that it has
become such a go-to herb. It gets pride of place in urban window boxes (it’ll withstand almost anything except cold), in country gardens (planted next to tomatoes
it provides salad-on-the-vine all summer) and in recipes
with roots all around the globe. Basil deserves the love:
Few other herbs play so well with others that they can
turn up in both sweets and savories, soups and salads
and with pasta, fish and fowl—and neither steal the
show nor fade into the background.
Though cooks in the 1980s (the heyday of pesto)
acted as though they’d discovered basil, the herb has

been around since ancient times and used for such
wildly divergent purposes as warding off dragon attacks, curing scorpion bites, opening heaven’s gates,
calming rumbling tummies and winning a woman’s love
(hint: sport a sprig of basil in your coif).
Then, as now, the most common variety of the herb
was sweet basil, or what we call Genovese, but there are
almost as many kinds of basil as there are flavors from
Ben & Jerry’s, and they’re all fun to play with. Try lemon
basil with fish, opal basil (which is dark reddish-purple)
as the finishing touch on a caprese salad, pointy-leafed
Thai basil when you want a strong anise flavor—and any
and every kind of basil you can get your hands on when
dragons are spotted in the neighborhood.
—Dorie Greenspan

In Search of

Greg Delves for The Wall Street Journal

FOR RECIPES, SEE D2

many cups and cones I’ve
consumed in the past 24
hours. I eye the sandwich
and ponder bolting.
Instead, I devour it.
I follow the coffee flavor’s light, unexpectedly
malleable vein of texture to
the bottom of the bun. The
gelato’s flavor is pulled
shot by shot from Mr. Cappadonia’s decades-old Vibiemme espresso machine,
and it’s like licking caffeine
from a spoon. I turn to the

bacio—a deep, dark chocolate/hazelnut “kiss” that
could be called “Nutella for
grown-ups” if trademark issues weren’t involved. It is
dense to the point of
straining—but not breaking—the spade-shaped plastic spoon.
Sicilians divide ice
cream, or ices, into two
main categories: the slushy,
water-based granita, flavored with island classics
like almond or lemon; and

and generally keep things moving swimmingly—are
most often items devoted to the manly pursuits of
drinking (scotch bottles and cocktail shakers), gaming
(poker sets and golf-ball washers) and succeeding
(money clips and business card cases).
Not that there’s anything wrong with that. Groomsmen
gifts should be classic, useful and above all, the kinds of
things any kind of pal will like. They should not, however,
from their best wedded pal that will most likely end up in
be standard-issue obvious, too grandpa-stuffy or overtly
a geegaw drawer, never to be used.
precious. With many haberdashery shops abiding the new
A groom’s token of appreciation to hisATmerry
PLAYband of
rules of neo-traditionalism—taking their cues from Old
friends and relatives—who help the best man prepare
School style—it’s a lot easier to find classic groomsmen
bachelor parties, escort wedding guests to their seats
gifts with distinctly cool spins. Few of
these new-old accoutrements, as it happens, will break the bank either (another rule of groomsmen gift-giving).
“Silver key rings are among the best
groomsmen gifts I’ve received; unfortuA new online game combines fantasy sports and investment
strategy, letting you build a portfolio of teams as you would stocks nately I’ve lost them all,” said Morgan
Entrekin, president and publisher of
Grove/Atlantic books. “I got a Buck
website works nicely on mobile
BY LUKE O’NEIL
knife at my friend Whitney’s wedding
browsers as well. (An app is in the
works.) Although it’s similar to the
33 years ago, and I still have that.” For
fantasy gaming experience in that it his own wedding (at age 50), the literPLAYING THE STOCK MARKET and
might make you spend your entire
being a sports fan are similar
ary circle’s once-reigning most eligible
weekend watching games you
beasts—and not just because they’re
bachelor gave his groomsmen “slatecouldn’t possibly care about otherthe biggest reasons you keep checkSÃO PAULO, SIM!
wise, there are a few key differences. blue Hermès ties, which they wore at
ing your phone for updates. The
Journal Concierge visits the
the wedding. I figured,” said Mr. EnFirst off, you don’t have to lock
overlap is at the heart of a new onBrazilian hot spot D5
yourself into one sport. trekin, “that everyone can use another
line game called SportsYou can move back and Hermès tie, and it was a way to idenGunner (sportsgunforth across a variety
ner.com), which is
Please turn to page D6

JOHN TURTURRO

Adam Golfer for The Wall Street Journal (Turturro); Alamy (Alaska)
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A club where you can
speed all you want D7

BEST MEN Groomsmen surround Ted
Kennedy, newlyweds Jackie Bouvier
and JFK, and Robert F. Kennedy, 1953.
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of sports leagues, including Major League
Baseball, the NBA, the
NFL and NCAA football
and basketball. Think of it as a sports
betting room in Las Vegas, but with
fewer shady characters.
And instead of accumulating a roster of players as you do in traditional
fantasy sports, you make what the
game calls “plays” based on how you
think a team will perform. Other
SportsGunner players are free to
Please turn to page D12
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Blazers that start the
party D9

slated to launch this
weekend. In a hybrid of
fantasy sports and stock
market strategizing,
players use their sports acumen to
predict the movement of teams in a
virtual marketplace. As teams win
and lose, their SportsGunner values
rise and fall. Your job, just as it is in
a real market, is to correctly predict
which way they’ll go.
I’ve been playing with a beta version of SportsGunner for a few weeks
now. It’s best on a computer, but the
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IN MY KITCHEN

THE YANKS LOST?
SELL! SELL! SELL!

FESTIVE
FINERY

precision pieces,” a concept she interpreted
well with clean hourglass dresses whose hemlines hit the beginning of the shin, along with
even looser, longer A-line shifts in maple
brown, cranberry and khaki.
Designers who have long favored a calf-grazing hemline see it as a consummate classic.
“It’s the quintessential length of femininity,”
said the Manhattan-based Prabal Gurung, who
opened his show with a dramatic scarlet-red
gown that swished just below model Karlie
Kloss’s knees. “Many women feel that the
Please turn to the next page

The cool allure of
black-bottomed pools D7

BLOWN
AWAY
Décorfriendly,
energyefficient fans
D11

HAUTE HYBRID

Dan Neil on the Lexus
CT200h D12

ACTION!
John Turturro
in his
Brooklyn,
N.Y., kitchen.
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manage a decent suntan on their stems.
“A covered-up silhouette feels more confident right now and definitely cooler,” said

Proenza Schouler designers Jack McCollough
and Lazaro Hernandez, who cut Navajo print
and color-blocked skirts and dresses in asymmetrical hems that fell to the calf. Stella McCartney—known for her power minidresses,
and the leggy actresses like Gwyneth Paltrow
and Liv Tyler who wear them—brought her
hemlines down past the knee with elegant
black column dresses. And Marc Jacobs, both
for his own collection and for Louis Vuitton,
created heavily seductive below-the-knee pencil skirts. Victoria Beckham described midi
looks from her fall collection as the “the new

Inside the actor’s other studio, where he whips up spaghetti with raw tomato,
eggs baked in olive oil and an unusual matzo creation
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Raymond Hom for The Wall Street
Journal
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Monticello/Thomas Jefferson Foundation/Philip Beaurline (Interior)

Swimming in
the Dark

GREENS GUIDE
BY STEVE GARBARINO
Basil comes in many
varieties including
Genovese, aka sweet
CUFF
basil (top),
and LINKS AND TIE BARS and monogrammed harmonicas, hip
and pocket knives and stainless-steel
pointy-leafed
Thaiflasks
(far
ephemera.
Yes, it’s wedding season, boys, and like it or
left), which
has a
distinct not,
licorice
flavor.
most
groomsmen will be receiving some memento

Thomas Jefferson’s dining room serves
up lessons in zingy design D10
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from just below the knee to a few inches
above the ankle. These stylish women are, like
the first falling leaves,
early ]signs of what’s to
[ INSIDE

JFK gave his guys monogrammed Brooks Brothers umbrellas: modest but
memorable. As wedding season heats up, a look at some new-classic keepsakes
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Food Styling by Martha Bernabe, Prop Styling by DSM

GROOMSMEN GIFTS: WHAT GIVES?

Say farewell to the maxi and the mini. The season’s new sweet spot falls gracefully below the knee

JOHN TURTURRO’S LATEST directorial production, “Passione” (in theaters through the summer), is a musical documentary about Naples as experienced through the city’s melodies and voices. “When I was doing this film,” he said, “I
didn’t want to focus too much on food, because if I went
there, I’d never get out.”
Mr. Turturro and his wife, actress Katherine Borowitz, take
their grub as seriously as their work. When they met at Yale
Drama School in the 1980s, it was the beginning of a long, delicious life of cooking and enjoying carefully thought-out
meals together.
Married for 25 years, the couple moved to their current
home, a brownstone in Brooklyn, N.Y., in 1994. If they’re not focused on their immediate community—they have two sons, 10
and 20—they’re engaging with the one that lies just beyond
their doorstep. Ms. Borowitz belongs to the renowned Park
Slope Food Coop, a neighborhood health-food store that requires members to work shifts on the premises. The reward is
access to stunningly fresh, affordable ingredients that the family
cooks with regularly; sit-down suppers starring simple, producedriven dishes are of the utmost importance in the TurturroBorowitz household. They’ll be fixing them even more often this
fall, when Mr. Turturro directs Ms. Borowitz on Broadway in
“Relatively Speaking,” a collection of one-act comedies by Elaine
May, Ethan Cohen and Woody Allen. Here’s how they do it.
Please turn to page D4
Time Life Pictures/Getty Images (groomsmen); Toyota Motor Sales (car)

BY JOE RAY
SHORTLY AFTER I pull
into Cerda, a small Sicilian
town made semifamous by
its yearly artichoke festival,
Antonio Cappadonia hands
me a brioche mounded with
two flavors of gelato—
enough to give it the size
and heft of a softball.
It’s the last night of my
Italian frozen-treats bender,
and I have forgotten how

distance, at the snows
gelato, which has a silky,
haste—that the finest Sicilatop the volcano and the
creamy texture thanks to
ian ice creams can be
vast citrus groves below,
the inclusion of eggs, milk
transformative.
or a starchy emulsifying
I’ve been on this happy
with a shrug that implied
base, and is preferably
hunt before. Truth be told,
the irrefutable evidence
made with Sicily’s native
I’m on it every time I’m
lay before us.
carob bean.
on the island. But on this
Naysayers like to referLocals eat ices all day
ence the first known writ- trip, I learn that the best
long, often making breakice-cream makers are on
ten recipe for ices, which
fast out of dessert. It’s not popped up in Paris in 1674. their own quests for
come for autumn. And while willowy beauties
so surprising, then, that
chilled perfection.
I prefer to consider this
BY ALEXA BRAZILIAN
some claim ice cream was
The top gelaterias are
modern evidence: Nobody
like Ms. Fanning may have no reason to conborn on the island, a divisits France on ice-cream scattered like wildflowers
ceal their legs, the midcalf hemline does leave
rect descendant of sarbat,
across Sicily, which is
holidays.
lots to the imagination, making it flattering
TEMPERATURES
SUMMER
have been
un- in size
a fruit-syrup-and-water
roughly
equivalent
In Sicily,THIS
however,
there
high,
butofhemlines
spotted
on the and range for
mix brought here bearably
by Arab
to Vermont,
fromany age and body type. Whether the
is a depth
quality that
merchants and invaders
in ladies
tonylow.
see-and-be-seen
estabeasily have
justifies
devoting
an
length takes shape in a full-skirted ’70s-style
coolest
been
suprisingly
Acthe eighth century, cooled
lishments to out-and-out
vacation to seeking
dress, a bell form or a sharp pencil, it transitress Milaentire
Kunis,
Parisian tastemaker
Julia
with snow from Mount
the island’s best. The qual- dives. Crisscrossing the isperfectly from late summer into early
Restoin-Roitfeld,
even
13-year-old
starlet
Etna. Explaining the
hisin theirElle
pursuit istions
not
ity bar is so
high—any
shop land
fall, and it’s a wonderful cover-up for those
Fanning are
sporting
the
sweet
of the
tory to me, one gelatiere
onlyspot
an excuse
to see evwithall
subpar
offerings
tends
Please
turn to the nextfairer
page skinned ladies who, even now, can’t
simply pointed into
the
to
go out length
of business
postmoment:
a midi
that
can fall
anywhere

READY FOR
A DIP?
Head to northernmost
Alaska for some seriously
cool swimming D8

SILVERSCREEN
SWANK

MASS
APPEAL
Dan Neil test drives the
Mercedes CLS63 AMG
D10

Designer
Jonathan
Adler on
the décor in
‘Auntie Mame’
D7
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In pursuit of the ultimate in cold, creamy, silky,
slushy goodness across the island of Sicily.
La vita doesn’t get more dolce than this
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January 7: Gear & Gadgets
January 14: Style & Fashion
January 21: Cooking & Eating
January 28: Style & Fashion

April 7: Cooking & Eating
April 14: Style & Fashion
April 21: Design & Decorating
April 28: Style & Fashion

July 7: Gear & Gadgets
July 14: Cooking & Eating
July 21: Style & Fashion
July 28: Design & Decorating

October 6: Style & Fashion – Men’s
October 13: Design & Decorating
October 20: Adventure & Travel
October 27: Style & Fashion*

February 4: Adventure & Travel
Including Valentine’s Day Gift Guide
February 11: Style & Fashion
February 18: Cooking & Eating
February 25: Style & Fashion

May 5: Adventure & Travel
May 12: Style & Fashion
May 19: Cooking & Eating
May 26: Adventure & Travel

August 4: Cooking & Eating
August 11: Style & Fashion
August 18: Adventure & Travel
August 25: Style & Fashion

November 3: Cooking & Eating
November 10: Style & Fashion
November 17: Cooking & Eating
November 24: Adventure & Travel

June 2: Style & Fashion
June 9: Summer Off Duty 50
June 16: Cooking & Eating
June 23: Design & Decorating
June 30: Adventure & Travel

September 1: Cooking & Eating
September 8: Fall Off Duty 50
September 15: Style & Fashion
September 22: Cooking & Eating
September 29: Gear & Gadgets

December 1: Off Duty 50
Holiday Gift Guide
December 8: Style & Fashion
December 15: Gear & Gadgets
December 22: Cooking & Eating
December 29: Adventure & Travel

March 3: Design & Decorating
March 10: Style & Fashion
March 17: Spring Off Duty 50*
March 24: Adventure & Travel
March 31: Gear & Gadgets

* Indicates Starch Date
Note: 2012 editorial calendar is subject to change
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